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1. Preface
Cryptocurrencies have changed the way the world views finance. It is now
possible to use a cryptocurrency as a universal medium of exchange; to send
money across borders; to buy goods and services and to hold as an investment.
However, a universal currency requires a universal mechanism of exchange.
Unfortunately no such service exists - only a limited number of goods and services
can be brought using cryptocurrencies, preventing them moving from a store of
value and speculation to a truly universal currency.
The problem lies in the fact that building decentralized marketplaces using
cryptocurrency is hard. Immutability makes security paramount and designing
fast, low cost smart contracts is challenging. Existing cryptocurrency products
control user funds, are vulnerable to hacking or theft and have been accused of
market manipulation and fraud.
Hazeian’s vision is to open up cryptocurrencies to the world by building an easy to
use, open platform on which any type of marketplace can be built. Hazeian will
allow anyone to create and customise their own exchange, allowing an unlimited
number of products and services to be bought and sold. Each marketplace will be
act as a secure store for all trades as well as being fully customisable by the
marketplace owner.
A system of reputation and trust, powered by verified feedback, will allow users to
safely find the best marketplaces and users and the new extensible escrow
system will protect both parties from fraud.
For non-technical users, Hazeian marketplaces will come with an easy to use
management console. For technical users, Hazeian has a powerful API to
implement completely custom marketplaces with just one line of code, all
without ever having to deal with security, user accounts, messaging, smart
contracts or wallets.

The Hazeian Network is built on the Hazeian Token, forming the main method of
fee payment to marketplace and escrow contract owners. Users will be able to
earn Hazeian Tokens by creating their own marketplaces and escrow services.
Hazeian will also introduce a new and innovative escrow system, allowing users to
create and build escrow services which can be used by marketplaces. The escrow
service owners can then earn Hazeian Tokens every time their escrow service is
used. The escrow system will be completely extensible to cover a wide range of
trades.
To prove this technology and provide a system of exchange for the Hazeian Token,
Hazeian will create the Hazeian Exchange - the first marketplace built on the
Hazeian Network. The Hazeian Exchange will allow trading between ERC20
tokens, Ethereum and Bitcoin.
The current ecommerce market is huge and estimated at $2.3tn globally[1]. For
example in 2016 eBay revenues were $8.98bn[2], Amazon revenues were $177bn[3]
and Alibaba revenues were $23bn[4], and as recently as February 2017 Shopify
received a valuation of at $5bn[5].
The current market is estimated to be worth $6.3bn per day and Hazeian is
aiming to capture an entirely new $20bn market of customers that will use
cryptocurrency to buy goods and services safely, cheaply and securely.
[1] https://www.statista.com/statistics/379046/worldwide-retail-ecommerce-sales/
[2] https://www.statista.com/statistics/507881/ebays-annual-net-revenue/
[3] h
 ttps://www.statista.com/statistics/266282/annual-net-revenue-of-amazoncom/
[4] https://www.statista.com/statistics/225614/net-revenue-of-alibaba/
[5] https://techvibes.com/2017/02/15/shopify-valuation-impressive-quarterly-earnings

2. Introduction
2.1 What is Hazeian
Hazeian’s goal is to be the future of decentralized trade.
Hazeian will enable anyone to create a fully featured decentralized marketplace in
a single click, with security, account and group management, secure messaging,
fine-grained permissions and escrow services all handled by Hazeian.
Almost any type of marketplace can be created with Hazeian, such as online
stores, trading platforms, payment processors, auction sites, ecommerce
platforms and event bookings.
No knowledge of the underlying blockchain or smart contracts will be required
and Hazeian will provide a beautifully designed and secure management portal,
allowing marketplace owners to concentrate on building their brand and
challenging established ecommerce businesses.
For developers, Hazeian will provide an API which works across marketplaces,
allowing them to manage accounts, advertisements and trades with a single line
of code. This opens the door for third party services to develop tools to manage
trades and advertisements over multiple marketplaces and earn tokens.
The Hazeian Token will form a central part of the Network, allowing marketplace
owners to collect fees paid by the sellers and escrow service owners to collect fees
for providing escrow services to marketplaces.
Hazeian Ltd is a UK limited company that employs 14 people, most of which are
engineers in the development team. See section 9 for the team profiles.
Hazeian is funded directly by the founders, Philip and Simon Hunt, using profits
from their previous companies. Many members of the team have worked
together for years with the founders and have built up their blockchain skills
working for a variety of multinational clients.

Hazeian also employs a world class blockchain developer, who has been working
on the crowdsale and alpha version of the Hazeian Core since Q4 2017 and is
scheduled for alpha release in Q4 2018. You can find out more about the current
status of the project and the future roadmap in section 11.

2.2 Purpose of the Crowdsale
Hazeian has been developing the first release of the Hazeian Network since Q4
2017 and is now offering the opportunity for early adopters to purchase the
Hazeian Token (HZN), required to use the Network and while also allowing early
access.
The funds raised from the crowdsale will enable Hazeian to fulfill its vision of
providing secure and decentralized marketplaces. It will allow the completion of
Hazeian Core, Hazeian Connect and the Hazeian Exchange which will in turn
increase the usage and utility of the Hazeian Token.
After the crowdsale is complete, Hazeian will expand the development, product,
sales and community teams and work towards the first alpha releases in Q3 2018.
Further details of funding allocation can be found in section 12.

3. Technology
3.1 Overview

The Hazeian Network revolves around the idea of marketplaces. Every Hazeian
user will be able to create a new marketplace within the Network, with each
marketplace running on it’s own Ethereum smart contract. The marketplace will
be fully customisable by the marketplace owner while allowing them to collect
fees in the form of Hazeian Tokens.
Hazeian Marketplaces will be able to take on many forms, from standard
ecommerce sites such as Amazon, to customer-to-customer trading platforms
like eBay to booking systems such as AirBnB.
The Hazeian Network will be split into three distinct products - Hazeian Connect,
Hazeian Exchange and Hazeian Core.
Hazeian Connect will allow users to create and manage marketplaces. Each
marketplace will be supplied with an easy to use management console, allowing
marketplace owners to configure the type of exchange, the types of products and
services on sale, the fee structure, users, groups, permissions and available escrow
services.
For developers, Hazeian Connect provides a simple but powerful API, allowing
implementation of the Hazeian Network in a few lines of code and with no prior
blockchain knowledge. The API will handle the complexity, security and validation
seamlessly while providing code libraries for all the main programming
languages.
Hazeian Core is the second product in the Hazeian Network and provides the
backbone for the entire system. It controls, at a low level, the markets, trades and
escrow services through Ethereum smart contracts. All actions performed on
Hazeian Connect will be visible and auditable through Hazeian Core on the
blockchain.
The Hazeian Exchange is the third product in the Hazeian Network. It will be the
first marketplace built using Hazeian Connect and will allow users to trade ERC20
tokens, Ethereum and bitcoin, including the Hazeian Token. It will also serve as a
best-practice guide for building a marketplace and display the Hazeian Network’s
ability to scale.

3.2 Hazeian Connect
Hazeian Connect is the central product of the Hazeian Network, allowing users to
create decentralized marketplaces in a single click, with a beautifully designed
and easy to use management console for their marketplace, accounts, users and
groups.
Hazeian will manage the complexity of smart contracts by handling the core
features of a marketplace: security, account management, user management,
group controls, fine-grained permissions, secure messaging, trade management
and advertisement management.

For technical developers, Hazeian Connect provides a simple but powerful API,
which can be used to create or extend products to allow decentralized trade.
Since this API will function on all marketplaces, it will allow developers to control
advertisements and trades over multiple marketplaces programmatically.

3.2.1 Marketplaces
Marketplaces on Hazeian can be customised for any types of trade. For example,
they can allow a business to sell to customers (like Amazon), or a business to

manage physical trade between users (like eBay) or manage a virtual exchange
between users (like GDax).
Every Marketplace will be fully customisable, allowing the owner to set
parameters such as the marketplace type, fees charged, trade limits, registration
requirements and service limits. Owners will be able to moderate all
advertisements and trades, allowing inspection and removal of advertisements on
their marketplace.
Each marketplace will be implemented as a new Ethereum smart contract,
created and controlled by Hazeian Core. This allows marketplaces to hold their
own secure store of trades and users, while also allowing marketplaces to be
customised by their owners. Users can use the Hazeian Connect website or API to
create new marketplaces with a single click, with Hazeian Connect handling the
creation of the new smart contracts and accounts.
Hazeian Connect will provide a comprehensive statistics and analytics package,
allowing marketplace owners to conduct targeted advertising, view trade times,
advertising fees, overall returns, user engagement and user retention. It will also
allow marketplace owners to integrate with existing analytics solutions, such as
Google Analytics.

3.2.2 Advertisements
Each marketplace on Hazeian Connect will contain it’s own list of advertisements,
either created by the marketplace owner or by the marketplace’s users.
The marketplace owner can customise the rules on advertisements in a number
of ways, for example, by limiting the trading amounts of new or unverified users.
Depending on the marketplace type, users will be able to create and manage
advertisements, setting prices, units, time limits and minimum buyer
requirements. Advertisements are customisable, can be used for any type of good
or service and can use a fixed price or blind auctions.
Advertisements are not stored in the market contract unless specifically
requested by the marketplace owner. This allows advertisements to be updated
instantly while minimising gas costs. Marketplace owners have the option of

storing advertisements in the market contract should they wish, albeit with a
higher gas cost.

3.2.3 Trades
Buyers can use advertisements to start trades with sellers. Once a trade is
initiated, an encrypted communication channel is established between the two
parties which can only be decrypted with permission from on of the participants.
When starting a trade, the buyer and seller both agree on an escrow service to
use. The escrow service allows users to trade safely, as their goods and funds are
protected. The escrow service can be run entirely with a smart contract, or maybe
backed by a physical presence. Escrow owners will earn fees for providing their
services to users.

3.2.4 Accounts
Hazeian Connect will store and manage user details for all marketplaces, allowing
users to manage their account and profile.
Marketplace owners can add users to groups and give them quotas, usage
constraints and fine-grained permission controls. Alerting and forecasting
services will allow users to estimate their expected usage and alert on unexpected
activity. Groups allow product owners to set user-based quotas and give different
levels of access to different users; for example, for tiers of membership or for
moderators and administrators.
Marketplace owners can also opt to use their own customer management system
if they wish, with initial plans to support OAuth and OpenID.

3.2.5 Secure Messaging
Each trade provides buyers and sellers with a secure messaging system to
communicate.
Hazeian Connect uses a system simlar to Open Whisper System's Signal Protocol
to encrypt messages. This allows messages to have full end-to-end encryption, be

asynchronous, have forward secrecy and be able to be decrypted easily by an
escrow service if permission is given by either party.
All messages will be private between the buyer and seller and only able to be
decrypted with their permission.

3.2.6 Feedback And Reputation
Hazeian will utilise a system of verified feedback, which will allow customers that
have made a purchase to leave feedback for marketplaces, escrow services and
other users. Since all trades are stored in the blockchain, purchases can be verified
before feedback is accepted. This will avoid cases of users either trying to
artificially increase their reputation or decrease the reputation of a competitor.
This system of feedback will provide a system of trust and allow users to make
informed decisions of which marketplaces and users to do business with.

3.2.7 Analytics
Each marketplace will have access to a comprehensive analytics platform, or the
option of integrating a third-party platform such as Google. The analytics platform
will allow marketplace owners to gain insights on users, trades and
advertisements, as well as deploying targeted advertising or promotions.

3.2.8 Developer Resources
Hazeian Connect will provide an Application Programming Interface (API)
allowing technical users and developers to quickly and easily build products with
the Hazeian Network. The API will use RESTful JSON operated over a secure
HTTPS channel. Access credentials will be required for access and Hazeian plans
to offer a generous free tier for all users as well and an enhanced free tier for all
alpha and beta users.
The API will provide full access to all Hazeian Network featured, allowing users to
manage marketplaces, accounts, advertisements, trades, escrow services, users,
groups and credentials. The API will be common between all marketplaces,

allowing third party companies to provide supporting services for marketplace
owners.

3.3 Hazeian Core
Hazeian Core is the low-level building block of the Hazeian Network and consists
of three smart contracts running on the Ethereum network.
While advanced users can interact with these contracts directly, all end users will
use the simple user interface of Hazeian Connect, which abstracts away the
complexity of the smart contracts.

3.3.1 The Core Contract
The Hazeian Core Contract is the central smart contract of Hazeian Core. It will
allow the creation of new marketplaces in the form of Hazeian Market Contracts,
which will store marketplace metadata and trades.
Users can earn Hazeian Tokens by creating marketplaces or by creating Escrow
Contracts for marketplace owners use. Escrow contracts will earn a fee paid in
Hazeian Tokens and the percentage charged can be specified by the Escrow
Contract, within reasonable limits.
All users of the Hazeian Core contract will be required to have an Ethereum
address, with the buyer and seller required to have some ether for gas and the
seller required to have some Hazeian tokens for fees. However, the contracts are
structured so that any type of goods or service can be traded, not just those held
within the Ethereum network.

3.3.2 The Market Contract
Each marketplace will be controlled by a Market Contract which will facilitate all
trade.

The creation and modification of market contracts will be managed through the
core contract, allowing anyone to check and audit each marketplace on the
Hazeian Network. Hazeian Connect will allow users to create, manage and
customise their marketplaces using the management website or API.

Each market contract will also hold a list of one or more escrow contracts, which
will act as an arbitrator should any problems arise with the trade. Hazeian will
provide the first escrow contract (The Hazeian Escrow) for use with The Hazeian
Exchange and any other marketplace trading in Ethereum, Bitcoin or ERC-20
tokens.

3.3.2.1 Trades
Trades between cryptocurrencies (or tokens) on the Ethereum network are
handled differently to trades for goods and services not on Ethereum. Both are
described in detail below.
3.3.2.1.1 On-chain Transactions
An on-chain transaction is a trade between two objects both stored on the same
cryptocurrency blockchain (for example, between Ethereum and a ECR20 token,
such as the Hazeian Token).

Once the buyer and seller have agreed to trade, the seller will call the market
contract with their funds, creating a new trade. The buyer will then be instructed
to send their funds to the trade, after which the trade will enter a completed state.
When funds from both parties have been received, the contract will allow funds
and fees to be withdrawn by the buyer, seller and marketplace owner.
If the buyer or seller are unresponsive, the other party can give the escrow service
permission to step in and decrypt the trade messages. The escrow contract will
then have the ability to issue refunds or cancel the trade.
All trade actions are logged to the Ethereum log which allows any service to build
up reputational scores for buyers and sellers. Reputation scores are also available
through Hazeian Connect.
3.3.2.1.2 Off-Chain Transactions
Off-chain transactions include trades for physical goods or services, or other
cryptocurrencies (such as bitcoin), which are not part of the Ethereum blockchain.
These type of trades are handled differently to on-chain transactions.
Once the buyer and seller have agreed to trade, the seller will be required to call
the market contract to create a new trade object. The buyer will then send their
funds to the trade, along with their off-chain address (for example, a blockchain
address). If the trade is between two objects not on a blockchain, the escrow
service will provide an address for the buyer and seller to use.

The seller can then verify this transaction and send their goods or services to the
off-chain address. Once the escrow service has confirmed receipt of the funds or
goods, the transaction would enter completed state and the seller would then be
able to withdraw their funds.
If a dispute arises at any time, the escrow contract owner can be given permission
by a participant to step in, allowing them to decrypt the trade messages and
release funds or cancel the trade.

3.3.3 The Escrow Contract
The escrow contract removes the trust between the buyer and seller and replaces
it with code in the form of an Ethereum contract, allowing trades to be conducted
in confidence and for escrow owners to earn fees for their services.
There are many forms an escrow contract can take; for example Hazeian Escrow
will use an automated escrow system. However, in the case of off-chain
transactions many escrow contracts will need to be backed up by a physical
escrow agency that can manually verify transactions.

Owners of Escrow Contracts will earn fees in the form of Hazeian Tokens, which
will be paid by the buyer and seller. Individual escrow contract owners may set
their fee depending on the services provided.

1.

Buyer and seller place funds into a market contract trade

2.

Escrow service may unlock trade if given permission by buyer or seller in case of dispute

3.

After payment, buyer and seller can withdraw funds and escrow service can withdraw fees

Hazeian Escrow will provide escrow services for the Hazeian Exchange, allowing
users to trade Hazeian Tokens for Bitcoin or Ethereum. Hazeian Escrow will be

implemented as a Ethereum contract, allowing it to be decentralized, secure and
auditable by anyone.

3.4 Hazeian Exchange
The Hazeian Exchange will be the first marketplace built with Hazeian Connect. It
will provide the facility to trade ERC-20 tokens, Ethereum and Bitcoin with a well
designed, user-friendly interface.
The Hazeian Exchange will provide a clear showcase of the underlying Hazeian
Network, proving the system can scale and offering a way for users to buy and sell
Hazeian Tokens.

The Hazeian Exchange will allow users to store their funds in their own wallet or a
Hazeian Exchange Wallet. Using their own wallet will provide the maximum level
of security, while using the Hazeian Exchange Wallet will allow trades to be
completed seamlessly.

3.4.2 Advertisements
Hazeian Exchange will show a list of advertisements for each currency retrieved
from Hazeian Connect. Each advertisement will show the sellers trust rating with
low scoring sellers hidden from the main page.

Sellers can place adverts by selecting their unit of sale, quantity and price. They
will be limited on the number of advertisements they can create based on their
trading activity over the last 30-days.
Buyers can start a trade by selecting an advertisement and entering the number
of units they wish to buy. Once the seller accepts the offer, a trade can begin.

3.4.3 Trades
Once a trade starts, the next steps depend on the type of trade being conducted.
For on-chain transactions (transactions between objects that live on the same
chain), the seller will be required to send their funds to the market contract to
create a new trade. If the seller uses a Hazeian Exchange Wallet this process is
completed automatically, otherwise they will be given detailed instructions of
how to complete this process.
Once the trade has been created on the market contract the buyer will then be
instructed to send their funds. Again, if the buyer uses a Hazeian Exchange Wallet
this process will be completed automatically.
If both the buyer and seller are using Hazeian Exchange Wallets, on-chain trades
will complete instantaneously with no interaction required.
Once funds from both parties have been received, the contract will allow funds to
be withdrawn. Because Hazeian Exchange uses Hazeian Connect, it will
automatically withdraw funds to the buyer and seller (unless either party has
requested manual withdrawals).
For off-chain transactions (such as those between Bitcoin and Ethereum), the
user with the Ethereum will send their funds to the market contract to create the
trade. If that user is using a Hazeian Exchange Wallet, this process happens
automatically, otherwise the user will be sent detailed instructions.
The user holding Bitcoin would then be sent a Bitcoin address to send their funds
too. Once funds have been sent, the receiving party can mark payment as
received and the Ethereum will be withdrawn automatically by Hazeian Connect.

3.4.4 Accounts
Users will be required to register to buy or sell on the Hazeian Exchange.
Registration will be anonymous and users can trade without providing any form
of identification; however users will have the option of verifying their accounts
with Hazeian by providing a phone number, email address and a form of
government ID. Verifying accounts increases trust on the marketplace and sellers
may restrict their advertisements to verified members only.
Account management for users and marketplace owners is handled by Hazeian
Connect.

3.4.5 Secure Messaging
A secure encrypted messaging system will link together the buyer and seller
should they wish to discuss the trade. The contents of these messages are
encrypted using end-to-end encryption and can only be decrypted by Hazeian
with permission from the buyer or seller.
The entire messaging system encryption/decryption process is handled by
Hazeian Connect.

3.4.6 Escrow
Hazeian Exchange will utilize Hazeian Escrow as it’s escrow service. This service
will be funded and managed by Hazeian, who will deal with disputes between
buyers and sellers should they arise.
The escrow service system is handled entirely by Hazeian Connect.

3.4.7 Developer Access
Developers will have full API access to Hazeian Exchange via Hazeian Connect,
which provides every marketplace with an easy to use, customisable API.

3.5 Hazeian Escrow
Hazeian Escrow will be the first escrow service on the Hazeian Network,
facilitating trades on the The Hazeian Exchange. Hazeian Escrow will initially
handle trades between ERC20 tokens, Ethereum and bitcoin.
On-chain transactions (trades between tokens and Ethereum on the Ethereum
network) will be handled by the Hazeian Escrow Contract (a smart contract on the
Ethereum network).

For off-chain transactions, such as those between the Ethereum blockchain and
bitcoin blockchain, Hazeian Escrow will exist to facilitate the whole trade. Since
Ethereum smart contracts cannot access the bitcoin blockchain (without the use
of a relay), the buyer or seller will be provided bitcoin addresses to use to
complete the transaction. Once payment has been sent, the escrow service will

update the transaction status and allow the buyer and seller to withdraw funds.
The escrow service will also arbitrate disputes, as in the case of on-chain
transactions.
Hazeian Escrow will have some predefined rules built in to protect buyers and
sellers. For example, if either the buyer or seller do not send the correct amount to
Hazeian Escrow within 60 minutes, the funds will be returned to the sending
address for both parties.

4. The Hazeian Token
4.1 Overview
The Hazeian Token will form a central part of the Hazeian Network, being required
to use Hazeian Connect, Hazeian Exchange and Hazeian Escrow.
Users will be able to earn tokens by running their own marketplace or creating an
escrow service for other users to use. Both services will be able to set either a
percentage usage fee or flat usage fee, paid in Hazeian Tokens.

The Hazeian Token will also give users voting rights on Hazeian Network decisions
after the full release. These decisions will range from future development goals to
smart contract ammendments.
Hazeian will build Hazeian Escrow for use on the Hazeian Exchange to generate
funds to continue development of the Hazeian Network. However, users of
Hazeian are free to use any escrow service they wish and the long term aim is to
create an open and free system that is not controlled by any single institution.
Hazeian will also run the Hazeian Exchange, which will allow clients to buy and
sell ERC20 tokens, including the Hazeian Token, using ETH or BTC.
Hazeian aims to list the Hazeian Token on an established exchange soon after the
crowdsale completes.

4.2 Additional Benefits
4.2.1 Early Access - Alpha Users
Anyone participates in the presale will be granted alpha status and be given the
earliest access to the Hazeian Network.
Alpha users will be granted early access to Hazeian Exchange, along with a highly
reduced sellers fee on live launch.
Alpha status also grants early access to Hazeian Connect, along with an enhanced
free-usage tier on live launch.

4.2.2 Early Access - Beta Users
Anyone who participates in the crowdsale and owns over 1,000 HAZ tokens will be
granted beta status and will be given early access to the Hazeian Core.
Beta users will be granted beta access to Hazeian Exchange, along with a reduced
sellers fee on live launch.
Beta status also grants early access to Hazeian Connect, along with a free-usage
tier on live launch.

5. Security
5.1 Preventing Fraudulent Actors
Fraudulent actors include hackers looking to steal funds or break into the
marketplace or buyers or sellers trying to commit fraud against other users; all of
which are major problems in traditional and cryptocurrency marketplaces.

Hazeian guards against fraudulent actors by being completely transparent. All the
important mechanics of a trade happen on the blockchain in smart contracts,
which are available to audit by anyone. Smart contracts are immutable, meaning
fraudulent actors like hackers cannot steal funds or defraud users. Furthermore,
the Hazeian Exchange gives all users the option of storing funds safely in wallets
completely controlled by them, meaning Hazeian can never lose customer funds,
even if compromised.
If a buyer or seller tries to commit fraud (by paying too much, too little or not at
all), the system of timed cancellation of trades combined with the new escrow
system makes sure that only valid trades are completed.
Hazeian Connect will also implement a verified feedback system using outcomes
from previous trades. This will allow users of Hazeian Connect and Hazeian
Exchange to see a feedback score for all buyers and sellers before starting the
trade. Buyers and sellers than have completed trades will be able to leave
feedback for marketplaces, escrow services and other users.

5.2 Preventing Fraudulent Marketplaces
Marketplaces and exchanges have been known to conduct fraudulent activity,
whether to make more profit, cover up a previous breach or launder stolen
money. Hazeian guards against this by keeping all important trade activity on the
blockchain in smart contracts. If a user believes a marketplace is acting
fraudulently, they can check the status of the smart contract themselves and
even complete the trade directly on the Ethereum blockchain, thereby bypassing
the marketplace.
The verified feedback system built into Hazeian Connect will also allow users to
see ratings for marketplaces.

5.3 Preventing Fraudulent Escrow Services
The Hazeian Core allows for the creation of new escrow services via the Hazeian
Escrow Contract. Hazeian Connect will provide a trust score for each Escrow
Service and users can view statistics for each service on the blockchain. Hazeian

will also manually review escrow contracts and will have the power to remove
fraudulent escrow services.

6. Use Cases
6.1 Overview
Presented here are several use cases for the Hazeian Network. Hazeian Connect
will make it trivial to create decentralized competitors in a large range of markets.

6.2 Trading Platform - Physical Goods
Hazeian Connect enables businesses to easily create new decentralized
marketplaces for physical goods, facilitating trade between buyers and sellers.
In a Hazeian marketplace the buyer would initiate a trade and transfer the funds
to the Hazeian Market Contract address, safe in the knowledge that these funds
cannot be accessed by the seller until they have received and checked the goods.
The seller (or business) is now safe in the knowledge that the funds have been
sent and cannot be retrieved by the buyer unless the escrow service intervenes.
The seller will send the goods to the escrow service, or in the case of low value
items, via courier to the buyer. Once the escrow service has received the items,
they can be delivered to the buyer and the funds released to the seller. In this
case, the escrow service could even be handled by the couriers themselves,
allowing them to earn fees for safe delivery of items.
The buyer and seller can agree to cancel the trade at any stage, without requiring
interaction the escrow service. The whole trade would be stored in the blockchain,
available for both sides to audit.
The purchase of goods in general would be cheaper as sellers can avoid high
processing fees from their banks, while cross-border trade would benefit from
buyers and sellers using the same currency and avoiding high exchange rates.
The funds would also be instantly available to the seller and ineligible for
fraudulent chargebacks, as well as avoiding expensive foreign transaction fees.
Competitor Examples: eBay, Alibaba

6.3 Trading Platform - Cryptocurrency
Hazeian Connect is perfect for creating new cryptocurrency marketplaces, such as
Coinbase or Bitfinex.

Current exchanges require users to entrust them with their funds, are limited to a
pre-set list of currencies and tokens, are prone to hacking, difficult to join, have
low monthly limits, slow or non-existent support and arbitrary escrow rules. Many
exchanges have lost user funds and engaged in fraud, including market
manipulation and ponzi schemes.
An exchange based on Hazeian Connect would be completely transparent and
secure. Even if the exchange was hacked, user funds cannot be lost as they are
never controlled by the exchange. Furthermore, all trades are handled by smart
contracts, each of which is independently auditable.
Furthermore, the feedback system within Hazeian would give a trust score for
each marketplace to users, while the escrow system would prevent buyers and
sellers defrauding each other.
Hazeian Connect makes it easy to create a new cryptocurrency marketplace,
handling security, user accounts, group permissions, smart contracts, trades,
advertisements, escrow services and developer access.
The Hazeian Exchange will use this model to allow the exchange of the ERC20
tokens, Ethereum and Bitcoin.
Competitor Examples: Coinbase, Kraken

6.4 E-commerce Platform
Hazeian Connect provides the perfect building block for an ecommerce platform
that would allow users to choose a pre-designed decentralized marketplaces with
customisable themes. The platform could allow a range of goods and services to
be sold over a decentralised network, with all the complexity handled by Hazeian
Connect.
Any ecommerce sites running on this platform would benefit from instant
non-reversible payments, secure messaging and cheaper payment processing
fees.

The ecommerce platform owner could collect fees from each trade in the form of
Hazeian Tokens.
Competitor Examples: Shopify, OpenBazaar

6.5 E-commerce Website
Hazeian Connect can be used to create a marketplace where the marketplace
owner sells goods and services to customers, like Amazon.
The buyer would follow the standard checkout procedure of an ecommerce
website, while behind the scenes Hazeian would initiate an automatic trade
between the buyer (customer) and seller (business).
Once the buyer has sent their funding to the agreed escrow service (for example,
a decentralized payment processor or courier service), the seller (business) would
send the goods to the buyer (customer).
The purchase of goods would be cheaper as businesses can avoid high processing
fees from their banks, while cross-border trade would benefit from buyers and
sellers using the same currency and avoiding high exchange rates.
Competitor Examples: Amazon

6.6 Payment Processor
Hazeian Connect allows the creation of new online payment systems, allowing
businesses to accept payments in cryptocurrencies.
A business can easily link their existing ecommerce solution, such as Shopify, to
Hazeian. At checkout, the buyer will be instructed to send funds to an address in
the cryptocurrency of their choice (e.g. Ethereum or Bitcoin). The trade would be
stored on the blockchain so it can be validated by the buyer and seller.

Once the buyer has sent payment, the escrow service nominated by the buyer
and seller will allow the release the funds. Traditional card processors charge fees
between 1.5%-3.5%, so Hazeian Connect would provide a significant cost reduction.
Furthermore, the funds would be instantly available to the seller and ineligible for
fraudulent chargebacks, as well as avoiding expensive foreign transaction fees.
Competitor Examples: Stripe, Mastercard, Visa

6.7 Multi-currency Transfers
A Hazeian Connect marketplace can also facilitate multi-currency transfers,
allowing buyers to select the cheapest providers to buy and sell currency and
providing a significant cost saving on traditional services.
A currency marketplace would allow sellers to advertise a currency at a given rate
and for buyers to place orders for currencies. An escrow service can facilitate the
exchange of currencies securely, either through wire transfers or physical
handling of cash. Trades would be visible and auditable in the Ethereum smart
contract and Hazeian Connect would handle the security and complexity of the
system.
Competitor Examples: TransferWise, Western Union

6.8 Niche Markets (e.g. A High Value Art Exchange)
Hazeian Connect is extremely versatile and can be used to create a variety of
niche marketplaces. As an example, we use a high-value art exchange.
Buying and selling high value art is an extremely risky business - the buyer wants
to be sure the art is genuine, that the seller is the legal owner and that the art is
correctly valued. The seller wants to make sure the buyer is serious and legitimate
and has the funds to secure the purchase. The buyer wants to be sure they will
get the artwork after payment and the seller wants to be sure they will receive
payment after handing over the art.

Traditional escrow services for art are expensive black boxes. It can be hard to tell
genuine services and if the buyer and seller are using different currencies, the
escrow service will charge a large conversion fee.
Hazeian Connect can solve all these problems by allowing the creation of a
marketplace where both the buyer and seller to use an escrow service of their
choice, backed by a smart contract on the Hazeian Network. The buyer and seller
can agree on an escrow service before the trade. Once the trade has started and
the buyer has made payment, the escrow service has control of the trade and will
arrange for the safe delivery of art. Once the art has been checked, validated and
delivered the preimage code is given to the seller to release funds. This will also
release the escrow fee to the escrow service. Because the transaction can use a
cryptocurrency, such as Ethereum; cross-currency purchases wouldn’t incur the
usual high exchange rate fee. The transaction is logged onto the blockchain,
leaving a trail for the art piece itself and adding to the reputation of the escrow
service.

7. Competitor Analysis
Hazeian is unique in offering access to the building blocks of decentralized trade
in an easy, accessible form.

Hazeian Connect gives owners the ability to create new, customisable
marketplaces and escrow services using a simple and easy to use interface. No
other competitor offers a similar service and so analysis is limited to existing
marketplaces that can be disrupted using Hazeian.

7.1 Blockchain Competitors
7.1.1 Hazeian
7.1.1.1 Product
-

Hazeian Core allows users to validate the underlying smart contracts and
trades on the Hazeian Network.

-

Hazeian Connect allows users to easily create new marketplaces,
abstracting away the difficulties of smart contract security, user accounts,

-

group permissions, trades, advertisements and secure messaging.
Hazeian Connect provides a well designed web interface along with an easy

-

to use API for developers.
Hazeian Exchange provides a supported API (via Hazeian Connect) and a
user interface, allowing non-technical users to exchange ERC20 tokens with
Ethereum and Bitcoin.

7.1.1.2 Usability
-

Hazeian Connect allows users to easily create new marketplaces,
abstracting away the difficulties of smart contract security, user accounts,

-

group permissions, trades, advertisements and secure messaging.
Hazeian Connect provides a well designed web interface along with an easy

-

to use API for developers.
Hazeian Exchange will offer a fully-featured frontend solution for end-users
along with a API for developers.

7.1.1.3 Security
-

Hazeian is completely secure as all transactions are backed up by smart
contracts on the Ethereum network. These contracts cannot be tampered

with, modified or hacked. Each smart contract can be audited by anyone on
-

the network.
The Hazeian Escrow is also backed by a smart contract and completely
secure.

-

The Hazeian Exchange allows users to keep all funds in a wallet they control,
meaning no funds would be lost if the marketplace was compromised.

7.1.1.4 Transparency
-

Fully transparent smart contracts which can be audited by anyone on the
network.
Ethereum log provides details of all marketplace and trade actions.

-

Full access to Hazeian Connect logs for users.

-

Full access to Hazeian Exchange logs for users.

-

Hazeian Connect talks directly to smart contract and actions can be verified
and audited on the blockchain.

7.1.2 Localethereum
Localetherum allows users to swap ether and fiat directly using end-to-end
encryption and decentralised Ethereum-powered escrows.

7.1.2.1 Product
-

Uses smart contracts which can be validated.
No API or management interface.

-

Website is difficult to use for non-technical users

7.1.2.2 Usability
-

Unsupported access to underlying contracts which can only be used with
localethereum.

-

No API access to contracts or website.

-

Website is difficult to use for first-time users.

7.1.2.3 Security
-

Backed by an Ethereum smart contract.
Wallets are not stored on the server, so hackers cannot drain user funds.

7.1.2.4 Transparency
-

Smart contracts can be audited by anyone on the network.
Website connects directly to smart contracts, so actions can be verified and
audited on the blockchain

7.1.3 OpenBazaar
OpenBazaar is a free online marketplace to buy and sell goods and services using
Bitcoin.

7.1.3.1 Product
-

No smart contracts
Supported API access to website

-

Website is fairly easy to use for non-technical users

-

Running a marketplace requires owning and maintaining a server

7.1.3.2 Usability
-

Requires sellers to run servers on their own machines.
No smart contracts, no support for Ethereum.

-

Relies on ricardian contracts for security.
Supported API access to their own platform, but not usable for other
platforms.

7.1.3.3 Security
-

Ricardian contracts offer security, but a website breach could modify this
code and cause loss of funds.

-

Sellers have to host servers on their local machines, which also hold their
bitcoin wallet. If the machine fails or is broken into, their funds could be lost
or stolen.

7.1.3.4 Transparency
-

No smart contracts. No way of externally auditing transactions on the
network.

7.2 Traditional Competitors
The applications of the Hazeian technology stack mean that a huge number of
traditional offline and online markets have new competition, as blockchain
technology becomes easily available to buyers and sellers. The ease of Hazeian
Connect will allow new companies to quickly challenge established players.

7.2.1 eBay
7.2.1.1 Security
-

In 2014 eBay was hacked, compromising all user passwords.
eBay accounts are regularly put up for sale on darknet forums.

-

The eBay system protects the buyer over the seller and many sellers have
lost out to buyer scams.

-

Sellers have to wait to receive their funds which may also be subject to
chargebacks.

7.2.1.2 Transparency
-

No external log of transactions, all data held by eBay.

7.2.2 Bitfinex
Bitfinex is the largest and most advanced cryptocurrency exchange.

7.2.2.1 Security
-

Funds are stored on the exchange, so a breach can result in lost funds.
In 2016 Bitfinex was hacked, causing it to lose 120,000 BTC of users funds. It
was forced to create a new token, BFX, to refund users.

7.2.2.2 Transparency
-

No external log of transactions, all data held by Bitfinex.
Bitfinex is unaudited and many users are concerned about their use of the
Tether token, as well as claims of market manipulation.

7.2.3 Shopify
Shopify is a popular ecommerce platform.

7.2.2.1 Security
-

Buyers and sellers have to use traditional payment method to buy goods.
These incur a fee and cost money for cross-border transactions.

-

Sellers have to wait to receive their funds which may also be subject to
chargebacks.

7.2.2.2 Transparency
-

No external log of transactions, all data held by Shopify.

8. Financials
8.1 Overview
Hazeian Ltd is a registered UK limited company (Reg No: 11175644) created to
build the Hazeian Network, manage the crowdsale and issue tokens created at
the crowdsale.

8.2 Business Ownership
Hazeian Ltd is owned by ReSpark Ltd (Reg No: 10599554), a blockchain
consultancy owned by Philip and Simon Hunt. ReSpark has built up a reputation
with clients for successful blockchain projects, allowing the company to build up
an expert team that has real-world experience building and delivering blockchain
products. To show the commitment to Hazeian, all profits from ReSpark Ltd have
been used to fund Hazeian development since Q4 2017. After the crowdsale is
complete, all staff will work full-time at Hazeian and client work at ReSpark will be
brought to an end.

8.2 Existing Revenues
Hazeian and ReSpark are self funded by the founders with no debt or outside
investment. It has a current MRR of ~$80,000, with most spent on staffing costs or
reinvested into Hazeian. Hazeian has been under development since Q4 2017,
funded by cash on hand.

8.3 Projected Revenues

($1,000’s)

2020

2021

2022

2023

250

500

1,000

1,500

Marketplace Owner Fees

5,000

8,000

12,500

25,000

Escrow Owner Fees

7,500

12,500

22,500

30,000

Hazeian Exchange + Escrow

Hazeian’s main source of revenue will be a recurring payment charged to
corporate Hazeian Connect customers, which will enable higher service limits and
improved support for their account. This fee will cover the operating cost of
Hazeian and provide funds for continued expansion.
Hazeian plans to offer a free tier to smaller customers but with the same feature
set available to corporate customers.
Hazeian’s secondary source of revenue will be the Hazeian Exchange and Hazeian
Escrow services. These services will be built on Hazeian Connect and will allow
users to exchange ECR-20 tokens with Bitcoin and Ethereum.

Hazeian will also explore the possibility of making trade metadata available to
third parties for analysis as an additional revenue stream, but only if user privacy is
not compromised.
We anticipate that over $3bn of trade will occur on the Hazeian Network by 2023,
providing marketplace owners with $25m in fee payments and escrow owners
with $30m in fee payments.

8.4 Projected User Growth

(1,000’s)
Hazeian Exchange
Hazeian Connect

2020

2021

2022

2023

100

250

750

1,000

1,000

3,000

10,000

30,000

We anticipate that there will be over 1 million active monthly users on the Hazeian
Exchange by 2023, as we increase the scope and size of the service and features.
For marketplaces, we anticipate over 30 million active monthly users will be using
a Hazeian marketplace to buy and seller goods and services.

9. Team
9.1 Overview
Hazeian have spent years building up a team of 14 star employees, well over half
of which form the development team. This includes a world class blockchain
developer who will help build Hazeian Core and Hazeian Escrow.
The rest of the development team will focus on building Hazeian Connect and
Hazeian Exchange, the smart contract API and the first marketplace to run on the
Hazeian Network.
Some members of the team have been working together for six years and the
entire team have been together for almost a year. They are well practised in
delivering projects on-time and to the highest quality.

9.2 Leadership
9.2.2 Philip Hunt
Philip is the co-founder and CEO of Hazeian; a technical leader with over six years
experience running technology companies and ten years experience in the
technology industry. Philip started working as a Big Data developer for
multinationals such as Experian and The Guardian Media Group before founding
a technical consulting business in 2012. In 2017 Philip co-founded ReSpark, a
blockchain consultancy with Simon. Philip has a Computer Science BSc degree
from Reading University.

9.2.2 Simon Hunt
Simon is the co-founder and CTO of Hazeian, with over six years experience in the
technology industry. He is also a technical leader, having worked for Goldman
Sachs as a team lead before starting a finance focused development consultancy
in 2014. In 2017 Simon co-founded ReSpark with Philip. Simon has a Computer
Science BSc degree from the University of Sussex.

9.2.3 Sridhar Josyula
Sridhar is the chief financial officer of Hazeian. He previously worked at KPMG for
over ten years before joining the leadership team in 2016. Sridhar brings a wealth
of corporate finance experience to Hazeian and will enable us to grow
responsibility.

9.3 Development Team
9.3.1 Alex Bolton
Alex is a experienced, dedicated and versatile backend developer with over five
years of industry experience. He designs, tests and implements processes that
enable and optimise the innovative use of technology. At Hazeian Alex works on
the backend development of Hazeian Connect and Hazeian Exchange.

9.3.2 Daniel Pilugin
Daniel is Hazeian’s blockchain developer. He has been writing smart contracts on
the Ethereum blockchain for over two years and has built the smart contract for
the Hazeian crowdsale. He will work on creating the smart contracts for Hazeian
Core.

9.3.3 Des Whelan
Des is a backend developer for Hazeian, with extensive knowledge of what is
required to produce high quality applications. He specialises in Python and will be
working on Hazeian Connect and Hazeian Exchange.

9.3.4 Ludovic Radescu
Ludovic has been working with the team for three years as a frontend developer.
Ludovic helped build the crowdsale website and will be working on building a
fast, light and responsive interface for Hazeian Connect and Hazeian Exchange.
He previously worked as a freelance frontend developer.

9.3.5 Jose Lerus
Jose is a skilled developer with nearly 10 years experience. He specialises in
backend development and will be working on Hazeian Connect and Hazeian
Exchange. Prior to Hazeian, Jose worked at Reading Room and Festicket.

9.3.6 Kristo Mikkonen
Kristo is a full stack developer who has been with Hazeian for one year. He has lots
of experience delivering end-to-end projects and specialises in JavaScript based
technologies such as NodeJS, Angular, React and MongoDB, as well as cloud
services such as AWS. Kristo will be working on Hazeian Connect and Hazeian
Exchange.

9.3.7 Liam Neville
Liam is a full stack developer who specialises in React for front end development
and Python for backend development. Liam works for Hazeian on a contract basis
and will help develop Hazeian Connect and Hazeian Exchange.

9.3.8 Sandeep Atwal
Sandeep is the QA tester at Hazeian. He specialises in automated testing and
ensures that all products are thoroughly tested before each release. Sandeep will
be working on testing Hazeian Core, Hazeian Connect and Hazeian Exchange.

9.3.9 Tizz Chapman
Tizz is a talented designer who has worked for a variety of agencies and clients. He
designed the crowdsale website and will help develop the website and mobile
designs for Hazeian Connect and Hazeian Exchange. Tizz works for Hazeian on a
contract basis.

9.4 Project Management
9.4.1 Sarah Reilly
Sarah is the project manager at Hazeian and will be managing Hazeian Connect,
Hazeian Exchange and Hazeian Core. She has a vast and varied experience in
project management and has managed multiple simultaneous projects for their
entire life cycles. She has successfully managed over 40 projects and has a wealth
of experience making sure projects are delivered on time.

9.5 Community Management
9.5.1 Tracy Wu
Tracy is the community manager at Hazeian and will be engaging with crowdsale
participants and users and helping to build and nurture a community around the
Hazeian Network. She is a social media professional with experience managing
communities for a wide range of brands using creative content and technical
expertise.

9.6 Advisors
Advisors will be given a share of tokens from the founding team’s allocation which
will vest after a period of 12 months.

9.6.1. Christian Schlosser
Christian brings a wealth of ecommerce experience to Hazeian, having previously
worked at Amazon, Experian, Tesco and Royal Bank of Scotland. He will help
Hazeian turn the product into a global ecommerce solution, helping us develop
and market the product effectively as well as establishing strategic partnerships.

10. The Crowdsale
10.1 Overview
Hazeian will create an ERC-20 token named HZN on the Ethereum blockchain
which will be sold to backers at the crowdsale and listed on an exchange shortly
after.
The Hazeian token will have a f ixed supply of 200,000,000, created only for the
crowdsale. Any tokens that are left unsold after the sale will be destroyed and no
further tokens will be created.
Token holders will be able to manage their tokens using existing solutions such as
web wallets and Hazeian is in the process of developing its own wallet which will
be released to token holders shortly.
The crowdsale and token distribution will be managed by smart contracts on the
Ethereum blockchain and tokens will be distributed at the end of the crowdsale.

10.2 Allocation
The founding and advising team’s allocation has been deliberately kept small so
tokens can be given back to the people that make Hazeian great - the employees
and early adopters. Without them, Hazeian would not be possible.
There will be a vesting period for founders, advisors and employees which will
incentivise everyone on the Hazeian team and also provide security for crowdsale
participants.

Entity

%

Tokens

Founders and Advisors (vested for 12 months)

10

20,000,000

Employees (vested for 18 months)

15

30,000,000

5

10,000,000

65

130,000,000

5

10,000,000

Company Reserves
Crowdsale
Referrals

Founders and Advisors are every person listed under ‘Leadership’ and ‘Advisors’ in
the ‘Team’ section.
Employees are every full-time employee listed in the ‘Team’ section, not including
Founders and Advisors.
Company reserves will be used to fund the continuing development of the
Hazeian Network.

Referrals are tokens set aside for participants in the Hazeian Referral Program.

10.3 Key Dates
The presale event w
 ill start at 1 3:00 UTC on 9 May 2018 with 20% of the
crowdsale allocation of tokens available for sale. There is a $15,000 cap per wallet
and all users must register in advance.
To participate in the presale, users need to register and upload KYC documents
before 13:00 UTC on 13 May 2018. All registrations are also eligible for the general
sale.
The general sale event will start at 13:00 UTC on 16 May 2018 and run for 28 days
or until all tokens have been sold. There is a $20,000 cap per wallet and all users
must register in advance.
To participate in the general sale users need to register and upload KYC
documents before 13:00 UTC on 11 June 2018. After this time, registration will be
closed.

10.3 Targets and Conditions

Event

Price per HZN

Number of Tokens

Discount

Presale

$0.24

26,000,000

20%

General Sale

$0.30

104,000,000

0%

The HZN token can be purchased for $0.24 at the presale event and $0.30 at the
general sale, resulting in a 20% discount for those that participate in the
presale.
The soft cap for the crowdsale is 5,000,000 HZN. If the crowdsale fails to sell at
least this amount of tokens, all funds will be returned to participants.

The total cap for the crowdsale is $37,440,000, assuming all discounted tokens are
sold.

10.4 Referral Program
Five percent of the total allocation has been set aside for the referral program.
This program allows users to register to receive referral payments depending on
the number of users they refer and the amount those users contribute to the
crowdsale.
Payment for the referral program will take place within one month of the end of
the crowdsale.

10.5 AML / KYC
Hazeian is required by law to carry out anti money laundering (AML) and know
your customer (KYC) checks on all potential crowdsale participants.
All users will be required to provide proof of identification and proof of address
before participating. In addition to this, users will also be cross-checked against all
required government watchlists and databases.

11. Project Roadmap
11.1 Current Progress
11.1.1 Q4 2017
Hazeian Core
-

Project plan developed.
Work started on core contract. A working prototype is complete.
Initial market contract developed to work with prototype.

Hazeian Escrow
-

Project plan developed.
Initial work started on escrow contract to work with Hazeian Core.

Hazeian Connect
-

Project plan developed.
Initial work started.

Hazeian Exchange
-

Project plan developed.
Initial design work started.

11.1.2 Q1 2018
Hazeian Crowdsale
-

White paper released.
Crowdsale website launched.
Crowdsale registration system launched.
Crowdsale referral scheme launched.
Hazeian Wallet in development for use with Hazeian Token.

Hazeian Core
-

Market contract developed into prototype contracts.
Core Contract able to create and manage market contracts, including
starting and completing on-chain transactions.

Hazeian Escrow
-

Escrow contract able to manage simple on-chain transactions
automatically.

-

Simple functionality for handling disputed trades.

Hazeian Connect
-

Initial prototype developed further, API now allows creation of new
advertisements.

11.2 Future Roadmap
11.2.1 Q3 2018
Hazeian Crowdsale
-

Crowdsale complete, tokens distributed to participants.
Referral scheme complete, tokens distributed to participants.

-

Hazeian wallet released to crowdsale participants (please note, the Hazeian
Wallet is not required to access tokens and any ERC-20 compatible wallet
can be used).

-

Hazeian Token (HZN) listed on one or more exchanges.

Hazeian Core
-

Initial prototype developed into v0.1 (alpha release) of Hazeian Core
Contract.
Market Contract enters v0.1 (alpha release) stage. Trades can now be
created.

Hazeian Escrow
-

Initial prototype built into v0.1 (alpha release) of Hazeian Escrow Contract.
Escrow contract can handle on-chain transactions.

Hazeian Connect
-

Hazeian Connect provides initial API access to Hazeian Core.
Hazeian Connect can be used to create and destroy advertisements, start
and stop new trades and send and receive funds.
Design work begins on frontend service for Hazeian Connect with basic
desktop support.

Hazeian Exchange
-

Built prototype connection to Hazeian Connect, allowing creation of
advertisements.
Further design work complete with only desktop support.

-

Design work complete for Hazeian Exchange with multi-device support.
Further integration with Hazeian Connect, allowing creation of
advertisements and managing of trades.

11.2.2 Q4 2018
Hazeian Crowdsale
-

Hazeian Token listed on all major exchanges.

Hazeian Core
-

Hazeian Core enters v0.5 (beta release) stage.
Market Contract feature complete, can now handle off-chain transactions
and full range of external escrow features.

-

Fees can be retrieved by marketplace owner.

Hazeian Escrow
-

Hazeian Escrow enters v0.5 (beta release) stage.

-

Beta access to create escrow contracts which can earn Hazeian Tokens.
Fully featured release, enabling escrow services for on-chain and off-chain
transactions.

-

Owners of escrow contracts can earn Hazeian Tokens.

Hazeian Connect
-

Hazeian Connect enters v0.1 (alpha release) stage.
Design work enters alpha release stage, only desktop support.

-

Alpha users are now able to to sign up and receive API keys to interact with
the service.

-

High API limits and no service charges for alpha users.

-

API will allow interactions with all Hazeian services.

Hazeian Exchange
-

Hazeian Exchange enters v0.1 (alpha release) stage.
Design work enters alpha release stage, only desktop support.

-

Alpha users can now access the exchange for low value transactions and
test transactions.

-

Full integration with Hazeian Connect.

-

No service charges for alpha users.

11.2.3 Q1 2019
Hazeian Core
-

Hazeian Core enters v1.0, ready for first general public release.
User feedback and bug reports fixed in first public release.

-

Fee system fully integrated.

Hazeian Escrow
-

Hazeian Escrow enters v1.0, ready for first general public release.
User feedback and bug reports fixed in first public release.

-

Hazeian Escrow Contract fully featured, can handle all types of trade..

-

External escrow services can be created using the Hazeian Escrow Contract.

Hazeian Connect
-

Hazeian Connect enters v0.5 (beta release) stage.
Sign-up allowed for all beta users.
API is fully featured, allowing access to all features including
advertisements, accounts, trades and messaging.
Medium API limits implemented and no service charges for beta users.
Design complete for website with multi-device support.

Hazeian Exchange
-

Hazeian Exchange enters v0.5 (beta release) stage.
Full access for beta users, soft limits on trades size and values during testing
phase.

-

Design complete with multi-device support.

11.2.4 Q2 2019
Hazeian Core
-

Bug fixes and improvements based on user feedback.
Future roadmap to be outlined.

Hazeian Escrow
-

Bug fixes and improvements based on user feedback.
Future roadmap to be outlined.

Hazeian Connect
-

Hazeian Connect enters v1.0, ready for first general public release.
Sign-up opened to all users.

-

Fees apply to all users.
Development work begins on creating further native libraries for popular
languages.

-

Design work begins on native mobile applications.

Hazeian Exchange
-

Further testing and improvements.
Implementation of Hazeian Connect v1.0
Development and design work begins on native mobile applications.

11.2.5 Q3 2019
Hazeian Core
-

Bug fixes and improvements based on user feedback.
Future roadmap to be outlined.

Hazeian Escrow
-

Bug fixes and improvements based on user feedback.
Future roadmap to be outlined.

Hazeian Connect
-

Bug fixes and improvements based on user feedback.
Development continues on creating native libraries for popular languages.

-

Design work continues on native mobile applications.
Development work begins on native mobile applications.

Hazeian Exchange
-

Bug fixes and improvements based on user feedback.
Hazeian Exchange enters v1.0, ready for first general public release.
Fees apply to all users.

-

Development and design work continues on native mobile applications.

11.2.6 Q4 2019
Hazeian Core
-

Bug fixes and improvements based on user feedback.

-

Future roadmap to be outlined.

Hazeian Escrow
-

Bug fixes and improvements based on user feedback.
Future roadmap to be outlined.

Hazeian Connect
-

Bug fixes and improvements based on user feedback.
Development complete on native libraries for popular languages.

-

Native mobile applications available for testing to alpha and beta users.

Hazeian Exchange
-

Bug fixes and improvements based on user feedback.
API released to all users, fair usage limits apply.

-

Native mobile applications available for testing to alpha and beta users.

11.2.7 Q1 2020
Hazeian Core
-

Bug fixes and improvements based on user feedback.
Future roadmap to be outlined.

Hazeian Escrow
-

Bug fixes and improvements based on user feedback.
Future roadmap to be outlined.

Hazeian Connect
-

Bug fixes and improvements based on user feedback.
Native mobile applications available for all users.
Future roadmap to be outlined.

Hazeian Exchange
-

Bug fixes and improvements based on user feedback.
Native mobile applications available for all users.

-

Future roadmap to be outlined.

12. Token Funding
Proceeds from the Hazeian crowdsale will be used to complete development,
expand the team and engage in direct sales and community outreach to bring
customer and developers to the ecosystem to build on top of Hazeian.

12.1 Allocation
The funds raised from the crowdsale will be allocated as follows.

Area

Allocation

Development

30%

Marketing and Outreach

40%

Infrastructure

25%

Other costs

5%

Please note that this allocation is a guide and may be amended depending on the success of the
crowdsale.

12.2 Community
Hazeian currently has one community manager and this area of the business will
be expanded into a community team who can communicate with customers,
developers and users of Hazeian. A support team will also be created to respond
to requests in all key markets.
Building the community will encourage others to build on the Hazeian Network,
allowing us to grow the network further.

12.3 Marketing
Marketing will be one of the largest expenditures for Hazeian in the months
ahead. Hazeian will spread the word about the Hazeian Network and get
developers and companies building on top of Hazeian Connect.
At a high level, the focus will be on direct marketing to potential clients,
partnerships and press coverage. Hazeian will hire a dedicated marketing team
that will engage in brand outreach, SEO, marketing campaigns and press
releases. They will engage with known blockchain sites and publications to spread
the word and keep the community updated on progress.

12.4 Development
After the crowdsale is complete the engineering team will be expanded further to
ensure timely delivery of Hazeian Core, Hazeian Connect and Hazeian Exchange.
Hazeian will also require a dedicated infrastructure team who can monitor the
entire network and respond to events at any time quickly and effectively.

13. Overview
Hazeian will mark a shift in how online trade is managed by offering a simple
gateway to complex technologies. Hazeian Connect will allow anyone to create
their own marketplace and allow developers to access the power of smart
contracts to quickly and safely build products.
In doing so the platform will provide the backbone for companies to take on a
market worth $2300bn.
Hazeian will be open for all companies to use and allows open verification of the
code and results. For a small fee, companies will be able to use Hazeian Connect
to conduct trade simply, safely and cheaply.
Hazeian will prove the system by creating the Hazeian Exchange, a marketplace
for all ERC20 tokens, Ethereum and bitcoin. This market alone is estimated to be
worth $1bn per year worldwide.
Hazeian has a 14 person team with 9 engineers and blockchain developers, with
plans to expand further once the crowdsale is complete. The team have worked
together for many years and have experience delivering multiple concurrent
blockchain projects on-time and to the highest standard.
The founders of Hazeian have invested all current profits since Q4 2017 into the
project and the company is financed entirely by the founders, with no debt or
venture capital.
Hazeian has a roadmap that takes us into 2020 and this white paper outlines the
vision and product expected to be delivered.

14. Contact
Project updates and announcements will be sent over our social media channels,
with dedicated staff active on all platforms.
All announcement emails will be sent from n
 oreply@hazeian.com and all emails
will come from the hazeian.com domain. Please disregard any other emails.
The crowdsale Ethereum address will only be available to participants on their
account page on the Hazeian website.
To contact us directly, email: s upport@hazeian.com

15. Links
Email: support@hazeian.com
Website: https://www.hazeian.com
Telegram: https://t.me/hazeianchat
Discord: h
 ttps://discord.gg/avNJAwz
Medium: https://medium.com/@hazeian
Twitter: h
 ttps://twitter.com/HazeianTeam
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/hazeian/
GitHub: h
 ttps://github.com/HazeianNetwork/

